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Flu! The Spanish Influenza of 1918 in U.S. and World History

In the second week of October 1918, the *Kansas City Star* published an advertisement for a local company, Owl Cut Rate Drug Stores, which asked the question: “Why take a chance with influenza?” Under a graphic showing one owl, dressed in a suit and wearing spectacles, spraying the throat of an owl with a scarf around its neck, the advertisement encouraged customers to purchase an “atomizer and spray solution,” with the affirmation that it was “cheaper and far more safe to guard against this prevalent disease.” In addition to prices for different containers, the advertisement offered this inspirational slogan suitable for a nation with soldiers in the trenches of the Western Front: “Arm Yourself Before You’re Attacked!”

The salient features of this advertisement illustrate the key themes of this seminar designed to give teachers an opportunity to learn more about the Spanish Flu of 1918 as a major event in world and American history. The Spanish Influenza was a deadly disease that exerted a devastating toll on American and world populations, making it one of the most consequential diseases in human history. Yet this advertisement also points to the varied responses to this disease, including recommendations of preventive treatment which proved, in most cases, illusory. Finally, the use of military language in a sales pitch clearly indicated how the influenza occurred in a wartime setting, which shaped the responses of both policy-makers and the public. By offering an immersive experience in a major historical event, this seminar invites teachers to “take a chance with the influenza” by spending three weeks engaged in thoughtful discussion of readings, original research in libraries and archives, and collaborative learning.
The Spanish Flu is significant because of its impact on society at the time, its value for epidemiologists interested in disease transmission, and its continuing role as a reference point for understanding the social impact and policy implications of major epidemics. Once called "America’s forgotten epidemic," the Spanish Flu is now recognized by medical historians, epidemiologists, and the general public as a topic that can illuminate changing attitudes toward disease and medicine, new strategies for public health interventions, and evolving relations between state and society on national and global scales.

This proposal for a seminar in June-July 2018 builds on the very successful seminar that took place in the summer of 2015, with similar format, participants, schedule, and outcomes. In summer 2018, the centennial year of the epidemic, the workshop promises to be especially timely. The seminar will provide teachers with an opportunity to read and discuss the most recent scholarship on the 1918 Spanish Flu written by historians, epidemiologists, demographers, and public health scholars. In addition, participants will pursue their own research topics, using online newspaper databases, archived oral histories, and documentation from public health authorities. To facilitate this process, the seminar will take place in Washington DC for one week, where participants will meet with specialists at the National Library of Medicine, the National Archives, and the Library of Congress. Seminar participants will acquire a broader understanding of the role of disease and health in American and world history, an awareness of how historical precedents inform current plans for dealing with global pandemics, and an appreciation of a complicated topic that engages scholarly as well as broad general interest.

**Intellectual Rationale**

The tremendous death toll of the Spanish Flu is the most obvious way to demonstrate its significance. Estimates of the total loss of life range from 50 to 100 million, making it by far the
most deadly disease outbreak in recorded human history.² The number of deaths in the United States is estimated at approximately 625,000, more than twice as many American deaths as occurred in the First World War.³ The death toll of the Spanish Flu across the globe provides further evidence of its significance. Current estimates include at least 36 million deaths in Asia, more than 2 million dead in Africa, 1.5 million in the Americas, and more than 2 million in war torn Europe.⁴ By comparison, the First World War took approximately 16 million lives, just one-third of the number lost to this disease.⁵

Even as these numbers provide evidence of the broader impact of the disease, personal stories of illness and death remain the most indelible traces of this deadly epidemic.⁶ In late October 1918, for example, a report from a rural county in western Virginia evoked “the extent of the suffering and anguish caused by the Spanish influenza.” Referring to small towns where half the population was ill and entire families were stricken, a physician described communities so “panic stricken” that no one was willing or able to care for the sick or bury the dead, leaving “a hideous allegory of menace and tragedy.”⁷

At this same time on the other side of the world, a published report on western India referred to one town where the daily mortality was “six times the normal and every family is practically the house of mourning.” Even as the British newspaper correspondent described the mortality level as “simply alarming,” this report also blamed the victims for spreading influenza: “its ravages are unchecked owing to the superstition and deplorable ignorance of the rules of health among the illiterate population.”⁸ In both cases, stories of individuals and communities were framed by narratives of medicine challenged in unexpected ways by deadly disease.

The Spanish Flu is an appropriate topic for a teachers’ seminar because it illustrates many instructional themes across subjects and fields. For teachers of United States history, the Spanish
flu illustrates the changing role of the government in the early twentieth century. although the federal government assumed greater responsibility for issuing warnings about the influenza, such as the surgeon general’s press release in october 1918, the burden of dealing with the disease was borne primarily by state, county, and municipal governments. even as public health officials followed progressive principles, the rapid spread of the disease, the unusual mortality patterns, and the lack of efficient medical responses meant that these officials were relatively ineffective in preventing the spread of disease or the sudden spikes in death rates.

teachers of united states history will also recognize that the spanish flu provides a valuable case study for evaluating the impact of world war i, a topic that is especially timely given the centennial commemorations of this global event. the spanish flu began in american military camps, the highest infection rates and death tolls were in army and navy camps, and the number of military deaths in october 1918 was actually higher on american soil than in the trenches of western europe. yet the impact of wartime mobilization can be illustrated in more subtle, yet equally significant ways: the decision by president wilson to continue sending recruits across the atlantic in infected troop carriers, the frequent public announcements warning that “germs” were just as dangerous as “germans,” and the fact that many communities did not have enough doctors and nurses because so many had been pressed into military service.

for teachers of world history, approaching the spanish flu as a global pandemic illustrates a different set of themes in an equally compelling and relevant way. the spanish flu provides evidence of the growing interconnections characteristic of the early twentieth century, as the rapid movement of people by steamers and railways significantly accelerated the spread of disease. at the same time, the mass mobilization of soldiers for the war, as well as laborers from colonial territories, created additional pathways for the spread of disease. within colonial territories, the
disease illustrated the paternalistic and prejudicial aspects of the imperial relationship, as European health officials simultaneously sought to improve conditions while also denigrating indigenous medical practices. Finally, the Spanish flu provides world history teachers with an opportunity to explore very broad themes through case studies documented by individual stories in ways that enable students to see the webs of connections central to world history teaching and learning.

This seminar provides an excellent way for teachers to appreciate the complexity of history while also meeting the requirements of standards. To address the Common Core Standards on English Language Arts and Literacy in History/Social Studies, for example, teachers will appreciate new ways to use historical newspapers as a model of informational texts that require contextual understanding, comparative analysis, and content knowledge. This seminar also addresses seven of the ten themes identified by the National Council for the Social Studies: (2) Time, Continuity, and Change; (3) People, Places, and Environments; (5) Individuals, Groups, and Institutions; (6) Power, Authority, and Governance; (8) Science, Technology, and Society; (9) Global Connections; and (10) Civic Ideals and Practices. The alignment of standards should make the seminar attractive for teachers, because it provides a new approach to teaching required themes while also anticipating possible innovations in the curriculum.

The Spanish Flu continues to be a topic of research for scholars of infectious diseases. Dubbed the “mother of all pandemics” by epidemiologists Jeffery Taubenberger and David Morens, the 1918 Spanish Flu continues to inspire research on the influenza’s avian origins, the relationship between virus strains, and the effectiveness of health interventions. Given the growing attention to the use of social media for disease surveillance, teachers should be interested in this historical example of disease tracking. The Spanish Flu remains a reference point for public discussion of disease outbreaks. Reports on the seasonal flu frequently cite the 1918
epidemic’s high mortality rate, disproportionate impact on young adults, and speed and scope of transmission.\textsuperscript{16} The Spanish Flu also has a cultural resonance in ways that will further engage teachers. The BBC television series, \textit{Downton Abbey}, featured a leading character, Lavinia Swire, whose death from Spanish Flu was depicted in graphic terms. For the younger generation, the leading male character in the \textit{Twilight} series, Edward Cullen, supposedly became a vampire in 1918 to escape death during the epidemic in Chicago. In both cases, the Spanish Flu symbolizes the threat of sudden death, including the fear of mass disease referenced in the novel or the loss of a family member in the television drama. In 2018, the centennial year of the epidemic, public interest in the causes and consequences of this epidemic should be especially high.

This seminar topic is an effective means to encourage teachers to think about the connections between social studies, language arts, and life sciences. Studying the Spanish Flu necessarily requires some understanding of how diseases are transmitted, how viruses mutate, and how influenza causes secondary infections that often lead to death.\textsuperscript{17} The seminar will include perspectives from biology, anatomy, virology, and epidemiology, thus illustrating links with STEM education as well as current scholarship in the health sciences. Seminar participants will benefit from the advanced research on influenza by scholars at the host university, Virginia Tech, in public health, biomedical engineering, and bioinformatics, who will be invited to attend sessions and guide discussions.

\textbf{Program of Study}

The seminar is designed to extend knowledge of a significant topic in history, to cultivate models of collaborative inquiry and individual engagement, and to link teaching and research in new and exciting ways. In addition to numerous opportunities to discuss readings in sessions that enhance their understanding of the significance and complexity of scholarship, all participants will design,
develop, and complete a research project on a selected topic resulting in a presentation and a sequence of printed posters. In developing their research projects, teachers will be advised by the Project Director, by participating historians, and by reference librarians and archivists at Virginia Tech University Libraries, the Library of Congress, the National Library of Medicine, and the National Archives and Record Administration. The poster format is a mode of research presentation used widely by scholars in the health sciences, yet also a medium adaptable for use in secondary and even elementary classrooms.

The schedule of activities is designed to maximize opportunities for learning, discussion, engagement, research, and participation. Prior to their first meeting, all participants will receive a copy of Nancy Bristow, *American Pandemic*, the most recent and best history of the Spanish Flu in the United States. They will be asked to read this book prior to the start of the seminar. Each teacher will also receive a reading packet, selected and compiled by the project director, and distributed by mail in a print version and also made available electronically.

The first and third weeks of the seminar will take place on the Blacksburg campus of Virginia Tech, where participants will engage in intensive reading, discussions, and research activities. During the first week, seminar director Tom Ewing, a historian at Virginia Tech, will lead discussion of assigned readings and guide the development of research projects. Invited scholar Bristow will come to Blacksburg for the latter part of the first week. She will lead a discussion of her book and provide guidance on researching the flu, drawing on her scholarly and mentoring experiences. All of these sessions will take place in a Newman library classroom, where advanced technology is combined with easy access to books, maps, and journals.

To help teachers begin their research projects, Virginia Tech librarians will lead workshops on search techniques for newspaper databases, the use of specialized collections such as PubMed,
and tools for building digital and textual resources. Teachers will prepare for their research trip to Washington DC with information sessions led by Ewing on conducting research in the Library of Congress, National Library of Medicine, and National Archives. Finally, teachers will have scheduled time during the week to work on their own research projects. At the end of the week, teachers will make preliminary presentations to the seminar participants, as well as Ewing, Bristow, and librarians, outlining their projects and describing initial research efforts.

The first week will also include several sessions focusing on ways to integrate the Spanish Flu into classroom instruction, the development of new uses of technology, and strategies for civic engagement. Because all flu stories are local as well as individual, these sessions will include examples of ways to use community histories to promote student learning. Finally, the Project Director will model innovative approaches to using new media and instructional technology for engaging students in active learning.

During the second week, the seminar will relocate to Washington DC, where seminar participants will have opportunities to work in the most important collections for medical and historical research in the United States: the Library of Congress, the National Library of Medicine, and the National Archives. All of the sites have already established programs for teachers which will provide a foundation for designing high quality experiences. In preparing this proposal, the project director has consulted with staff at all three facilities and secured their agreement to guide visiting teachers during the seminar.

On the first day, the seminar will visit the Library of Congress to explore their collection of newspapers from 1918. During their visit, they will meet with the project directors for Chronicling America to learn more about the collection’s value for research and teaching. In addition, the reading room’s extensive collection of microfilm newspapers will allow teachers to
conduct research on regional topics for which digitized newspapers do not yet exist. During the 2015 seminar, the staff in the Science and Technology Reading Room, also located in the Jefferson building, reserved an entire shelf of materials on the Spanish influenza, thus illustrating the value of conducting research in the world’s largest library.

On Tuesday, the seminar will visit the National Library of Medicine, located on the campus of the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda, Maryland. The teachers will work closely with the director of the History of Medicine Division, Jeffrey Reznick, and reference librarians, who will provide guidance on the topics identified by the teachers. In addition, the project director has invited Dr. Jeffery Taubenberger and Dr. David Morens, two of the world’s leading experts on the 1918 Spanish Flu from the National Institute for Allergy and Infectious Diseases, to make presentations while the teachers at visiting this library. In 2015, Dr. Taubenberger led a remarkable session on how epidemiologists use knowledge from historical diseases to inform current understanding. The National Library of Medicine regularly provides professional development programs for teachers, and they have indicated a willingness to develop programs specifically for the participants in the summer seminar. The materials that teachers are likely to use in this library include reports on influenza in major US cities, as well as studies of the Spanish Flu in Africa, Asia, Europe, and other regions.

At the National Archives II facilities in College Park, Maryland, participants will spend the third day working primarily with the Records of the Public Health Service (Record Group 90). In addition, teachers may examine the Records of the American Red Cross (RG 200) and the Surgeon General of the Army (RG 112). Teachers will be given an overview of the ways that archives preserve and classify materials, as well as guidance on identifying appropriate documents. The National Archives allows researchers to photograph most documents, so teachers can work
expeditiously to acquire copies of original letters, diaries, and other source materials.

On the fourth day, teachers will participate in seminars led by two scholars from the George Washington University: Philip Troutman and Vanessa Northington Gamble. Scheduling these two presentations during the week in Washington will allow teachers to integrate their own materials from libraries and archives into the discussion while also receiving further guidance on doing primary source research. Troutman will also be available for on-site consultations at the Library of Congress earlier in the week. On Friday, teachers will return to one of the three research sites to complete research with materials identified during their first visit. On Saturday, teachers can complete a day of research at Library of Congress or National Archives. Seminar participants will return to Blacksburg on Sunday afternoon.

During the third week, the participants will relocate to the Blacksburg campus to complete their research and engage in discussions on the global implications of the Spanish Flu. Project director Ewing will lead several sessions devoted to understanding the global epidemic using case studies of particular regions to examine themes similar to those teachers have already encountered in the American context, such as the speed and scope of transmission, the limits of the public health response, and the impact on individuals. During this week, teachers will spend considerable time preparing research posters designed to appeal to broad audiences (including their own students). The third week will end with printed posters on display in the library and presentations to an audience that includes seminar participants and staff. The presentations will also be streamed online; in 2015, the streamed presentations were watched by Dr. Bristow (from her home near Seattle) as well as colleagues and family of seminar participants. At the end of the seminar, teachers will be given full-size copies of their posters to bring back to their schools, as well as a book containing all of the posters created by seminar participants.
Project faculty and staff

The project director, Tom Ewing, has extensive experience working with school teachers and building collaborations among scholars, librarians, and archivists. In addition to leading the 2015 seminar on the Spanish influenza, he also directed *An Epidemiology of Information*, which involved a team of computer scientists, historians, librarians, and health scholars examining newspaper coverage of the 1918 Spanish Flu. The project director has conducted research in the National Archives, the Library of Congress, and the National Library of Medicine on numerous occasions over the last twenty years. Most recently, the project director led the collaboration, As a professor at Virginia Tech, the project director has taught numerous research seminars that follow a structure similar to this seminar, with guidance on developing research questions, the identification of source materials, structured feedback on preliminary reports, and evaluation of presentations and papers. In a 2012 course on the Spanish influenza, for example, each student wrote a case study using newspaper sources, which were compiled into a book, *The Effects of an Epidemic*, available in the Virginia Tech library.\(^{18}\)

All of the visiting scholars bring both expertise and experience to the work of leading school teachers in the study of a complex, fascinating, and significant historical event; all three presented at the 2015 seminar, so they have deep familiarity with both the topic and the purpose. **Nancy Bristow** teaches twentieth-century American history at the University of Puget Sound, with an emphasis on race, gender, and social change. Initially a student of progressivism and the First World War, she continues to pursue her interest in social cataclysm in her current research on the Spanish Flu. Her book, *American Pandemic*, will be read during the seminar as both the narrative of the flu and a model of excellent original scholarship. **Phillip Troutman** is an assistant professor of writing at The George Washington University. He has taught and researched extensively on
visual historical sources, including courses, conference papers, articles, and pedagogy workshops on the rhetorical analysis of visual texts in contemporary and historical contexts. Vanessa Northington Gamble is University Professor of Medical Humanities and Professor of History at The George Washington University. In addition to publishing extensively on race in American medical history, she chaired the Tuskegee Syphilis Study Legacy Committee in 1997 that secured a presidential apology for the treatment of Africa American patients.

**Participant selection**

The Spanish Flu affected every community in the United States. The universality of the disease should make this topic interesting and relevant to a national pool of applicants. Using email lists, online postings, and membership lists, announcements about the seminar will be distributed directly to teachers, circulated through social studies supervisors, and announced through professional associations. Every effort will be made to attract a diverse range of participants. No prior knowledge or specialized training is needed. Special efforts will be made to recruit teachers of humanities subjects who collaborate with colleagues in STEM fields, so they can devise ways to integrate multiple perspectives into their teaching of this key subject in the history of medicine. In addition, recruiting efforts will be directed at teachers in some of the major urban centers whose history is especially critical to understanding the influenza: Boston, Washington, Philadelphia, Atlanta, St. Louis, Chicago, Denver, Seattle, and San Francisco. Given that these cities are also sites for many high need schools, these recruitment efforts should result in a broad pool of applicants interested in how their local history relates to national and global narratives. Applications will be reviewed by Ewing and two colleagues involved with the 2015 seminar. Recruitment and selection efforts will result in a group of intelligent, engaged, active, and thoughtful participants willing to work hard and learn a lot during an intense three week period.
Publicity and website

The website (link), based on the 2015 seminar site, will serve these key functions:

- Director’s Welcome, including an explanation of the topic’s significance in history
- Application guidelines, including dates, locations, readings, assignments, and process
- Visiting scholars, with biographies, role in seminar, and links to university websites
- Readings, including links to two volumes of journal articles
- Locations, lodging, and schedule, to be updated regularly

The project director will post announcement of the seminar on project and organizational sites related to history and social studies education, send announcements through school systems, and regularly tweet calls for applications from the seminar account, @1918FluSeminar, which will also serve as a means of public dissemination during the seminar. A program manager will provide support on a part-time basis for activities such as distributing information, managing applications, and coordinating local arrangements, thus allowing the project director to focus on the intellectual content and collegial experience of the seminar.

Professional development for participants

The project director will make every effort to accommodate teachers’ requests for continuing education credits. The research products posted on the seminar website will be available for review by supervisors. Final presentations will be live streamed to make it possible for principals, colleagues, and supervisors to observe teachers presenting their research.

Institutional context

The Blacksburg campus of Virginia Tech is well suited to host a seminar in 2018. The university is a lively place in the summer, with many students on campus for courses or research projects. In addition, Blacksburg offers opportunities for outdoor recreation, concerts on the lawn, and
(usually) temperate conditions. More importantly, the university has excellent facilities for engaged dialogue and independent research. Participants will have housing options that include weekly lodging in a university residence hall or reasonably priced hotel accommodations close to campus. Participants choosing to stay in a residence hall will purchase a meal plan that includes breakfast, lunch, and dinner. The seminars will occur in new “learning spaces” in Newman library, thus facilitating close connections between reading, discussion, and research. Participants in 2015 were uniformly positive about the living and learning environment on the Virginia Tech campus.

In Washington DC, teachers will stay in residential facilities at Catholic University of America, where the 2015 participants stayed. A university van will provide transportation to and from Washington. Local travel in DC will be by metro or van. Affordable meals will be available at the research sites or in proximity of Catholic University. The project director, who has extensive experience conducting research in the Washington DC area, will help orient first time visitors. The schedule allows for some sightseeing following designated time for research and seminars. Given Washington’s likely weather conditions in late June, evening is the best time to see the sights and hear the sounds of the city, including enjoying concerts by military bands on the steps of the U. S. Capitol, just three Metro stops from Catholic University. The week in Washington and the two weeks at Virginia Tech campus should provide enough intellectual enrichment to justify these teachers’ decision to “take a chance on the influenza.”

Notes:
2 See the statement by historian John Barry in response to the *Atlantic* survey question, What was the worst year in history? *The Atlantic*, November 20, 2013 (online).


5 See historical studies of the global epidemic contained in the reading list for the seminar.

6 For discussion of how memories inform historical analysis, see Bristow, *American Pandemic*.


9 “Uncle Sam’s Advice on Flu,” *Graham Guardian*, October 25, 1918.


11 Common Core Standards Initiative. ([online](#)).

12 National Curriculum Standards for Social Studies ([online](#)).


14 See, for example, “Study revives bird origin for 1918 flu pandemic,” *Nature. International Weekly Journal of Science*, (February 2014) ([online](#)).

15 For disease reporting surveillance, see, “Tracking the Flu in Historical Perspectives,” American Historical Association blog, AHA Today, January 28, 2014. ([online](#)).


Flu! The Spanish Influenza of 1918 in U.S. and World History
Schedule

Week 1, June 17-June 23: Virginia Tech campus in Blacksburg
Sunday, June 17: arrival, welcome by Project director Ewing

Monday, June 18:
Morning: introductions, overview of program, discussion of readings by Bristow
Afternoon: orientation to library, instruction on using newspapers to research Spanish Flu

Tuesday, June 19:
Morning: research methods, discussion of readings
Afternoon: research on topics, with consultations by Project director and librarians

Wednesday, June 20:
Morning: Discussion of teaching about the Spanish flu in the social studies classroom
Afternoon: research on topics, with consultations by Project director and librarians

Thursday, June 21:
Morning: Panel of Virginia Tech research scientists, discussing current studies of influenza
Afternoon: invited speaker Bristow leads discussion of American Pandemic

Friday, June 22:
Morning: invited speaker Bristow leads session on research methods
Afternoon: preliminary presentations, audience includes Project director, Bristow, librarians

Saturday, June 23: Unscheduled

Week Two, June 24-June 30: Washington DC

Sunday, June 24: depart for Washington

Monday, June 25
Site visit: Library of Congress, Washington DC
Instruction provided by librarians from Newspaper Reading Room and Public Outreach Office
Opportunities for teachers to work on research project

Tuesday, June 26
Site visit: History of Medicine Division, National Library of Medicine, Bethesda MD
Orientation and instruction provide by librarians from HMD collection at NLM
Opportunities for teachers to work on research projects using databases and microfilm

Wednesday, June 27
Site Visit: National Archives II, College Park MD
Orientation by archivists for Record Group 90: Public Health Service
Opportunities for teachers to work on research projects at National Archives
Thursday, June 28:
Seminars held at George Washington University, Gelman Library
Morning: Visiting scholar Philip Troutman on using textual sources for historical analysis
Afternoon: Visiting scholar Vanessa Northington Gamble on public health history and race

Friday, June 29:
Opportunities for teachers to work on research projects at any of three sites
Consultation provided by project director Ewing and librarians / archivists on site

Saturday, June 30:
Research at Library of Congress or National Archives (limited services)
Free time for sightseeing in our nation’s capital

Week Three: July 1-7: Blacksburg

Sunday, July 1: Return to Blacksburg

Monday, July 2:
Morning: review DC research materials, continue project research
Afternoon: Project director leads discussion of teaching role of governments in times of crisis

Tuesday, July 3:
Morning research on topics, with consultations by Ewing and librarians
Afternoon: Project director guides discussion of Spanish Flu as global pandemic

Wednesday July 4:
Holiday: University and Library Closed, No scheduled seminar activities
Independence Day celebrations locally and regionally

Thursday, July 5:
All day: Complete posters, print posters for Friday display
Compile posters into book for printing and distribution to seminar participants

Friday, July 6:
Morning: oral presentations by teachers, to audience of faculty and students in summer programs
Live streaming to allow viewing by colleagues in home districts as well as visiting scholars Gamble, Troutman, and Bristow, schedule permitting
Afternoon: seminar review, evaluations, and closing ceremonies

Saturday, July 7:
Depart from Blacksburg
Spanish Influenza Seminar Readings

Volume I: The Influenza Epidemic in the United States

NEH Summer Seminar on the Spanish Influenza

Readings compiled by Tom Ewing with assistance from Leah Williams (VT’ 15)
Cover design by Luke Anderson (VT ’14)

Scholarly articles about the influenza in the United States
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**Volume II: Readings on the Global Epidemic**

**NEH Summer Seminar on the Spanish Influenza**

Readings compiled by Tom Ewing with assistance from Leah Williams (VT’ 15)

Cover design by Luke Anderson (VT ’14)
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